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ABSTRACT. The possibility of long-period ocean waves coupling to an ice shelf 
is invest igated. A thick elastic plate model is used for the ice shelf with comparisons 
made to the simpler thin-plate model. The strai n set up on the ice shelf by a 
normally incident single frequency ocean wave is calculated by completely solving 
the equat ions governing the veloci ty potential for such a system. In the absence of 
measurements on an ice shelf, existing measurements of long-period strai n on an 
ice tongue are used to estimate the required incident amplitude in the open water 
to induce the observed oscillations. It is found that the height of seas required 
indicates that ocean wave driving is a plausible forcing mechanism for observed 
oscillations . 

INTRODUCTION 

Several observational studies suggest t hat long-period 
osci llations occur in ice shelves and ice tongues at periods 
well beyond those of the typical open ocean swell; for 
example, long-period oscillations were observed on an 
ice shelf during the "00 0 South" expedit ion (personal 
communication from M. Kristensen) . Oscillations with 
40- 50 s p eriod , for example, have been measured in the 
Erebus Glacier Tongue, McMurdo Sound, Antarctica. 
Further, there is some evidence to suggest that the waves 
are propagating (personal communication from \V.H . 
Robinson), i. e. that they are not entirely due to free 
oscillations set up by some applied action which may only 
exist for a short time and is aperiodic. The questions 
which then remain are where does the energy come from 
to clrive these travelling waves, and how efficient is the 
coupling between the ocean and the ice shelf/tongue? In 
this paper we will examine the possibility of long-period 
surface gravity waves coupling between the ocean and 
one of those geometries, namely Cl massive ice shelf. 

During the summer months in particular, meltwater 
from the ice shelf may overlie the denser sea water lead
ing to a strat ified water column and the possibility of 
internal gravity waves. For a given wave period, there 
are two travelling internal waves, one corresponding to 
an homogeneous water body with the average density 
and another in which the surface and internal waves arc 
in antiphase. The wavelength of the latter type of in
ternal wave is usuall y much less than the wavelength of 
the former. For example, for the periods and geome
tries that we will consider in this paper, the wavelengths 
of the first type of wave are in the range 1 to 10 km, 

whereas the wavelength of the second ty pe is less t han 
10 m, even with extreme strat ification. Coupling to an 
ice shelf at such short wavelengths is unlikely to be s ignif
icant. Hence, the short internal waves can be neglected 
as a forcing mechanism or, equivalently, the ocean can 
be regarded as being homogeneous. 

The coupling question is investigated in this paper by 
using a thick elastic plate equation to study the trans
mission of wave energy into an ice shelf. The COI11-

plete set of wave potentials is used , viz. travelling plus 
an infinite sum of evanescent waves in the open water, 
and travelling, damped-travel ling, plus an infinite sum 
of evanescent waves in the ice-covered region. Unlike 
earlier a pproximate solut ions, which om it the evanes
cent contribution (see Fox and Squire, lUUO , for refer
ences), this ensures conti nuity of the potential and the 
velocity over t he depth, thereby solving the mathemati
cal problem completely. Hence, the amplitude reflexion 
and transmission coefficients can b e found to any desired 
precision. Further , the st rain on the ice shelf induced by 
ocean waves or swell can be calculated from the velocity 
potential, once found. 

By working backwards, the incident wave heights in 
the open water, required to induce flexural oscillations 
in the correct frequency band with the observed magni
tude on the ice shel f, will then be found. There is little 
energy available in the open sea at the observed periods, 
and it is of interest to discover from where the input 
derives. Swells at such long periods are unlikely, for ex
ample, unless ice shelves and tongues react selectively to 
a band of long wave periods. This is an interest ing pos
sibility, as it suggests that existing accelerometer-t.ype 
instrumentation (as typically used in wave buoys) has in-
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sufficient resolution to detect such low frequency waves, 
whereas the band-pass filtering action of an ice shelf, 
combined with alternative curvature-based measurement 
techniques, makes detection possible. 

Seiches, and harmonics of seiches, are other possible 
forcing mechanisms, as are nonlinear modulation, surf 
beats, edge waves, or wave packet formation, although 
these seem rather esoteric mechanisms. 

MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

We investigate the propagation of ocean waves into an 
ice shelf by solving the following mathematical model 
of the physical system. We will assume that the ocean 
is homogeneous and has constant depth, the incoming 
ocean waves have small amplitude and propagate nor
mal to the edge of a massive (half plane) ice shelf of 
constant thickness. This model has no variation parallel 
to the edge of the ice shelf, and so is essentially two
dimensional. In cases where the thickness of the ice shelf 
is a small proportion of the ocean's depth, we can think 
of the ice shelf as floating on the water. This geometry 
is shown in Figure 1. 

Using the general linear theory for small amplitude 
waves, along with the usual assumption of irrotational 
flow, we define a velocity potential within the water, 
cl>(x, y, t), which satisfies Laplace's equation at each 
instant in time. Initially, we will consider a single 
monochromatic ocean wave with time dependence ei..;t 

where the period of the Wave is T = 27f Iw. As our 
model is linear, and invariant in time, it follows that 
cl> (x, y, t) = rjJ(,,;, y)ei..;t where the spatial dependence 
also satisfies Lap!ace's equation; i.e., 

{)2rjJ {)2 rjJ 
-+- = 0 [or -00 < x < 00 and 0 < V < H. 
{)x2 {)V2 ' 

(1) 
At the sea floor, the vertical component of velocity must 
vanish leading to the boundary condition 

DrjJ 
DV = 0, for - 00 < x < 00 and V = O. (2) 

J02 

H 

Domain 1 
free surlace 

Matching boundary I 

Lx 

Domain 2 
ice-covered surface 

Sea floor 

Fig. 1. Schematic sho'wing the semi-infinite 
sheet of sea ice of thickness h floating on wa
t er of depth H. Surface gravity waves tmveL 
from I,eft to right and are refiected a,net trans
mitted at the sea-ice boundaT1J. Note that tiLe 
y-axis is verti,ca[/.y upwards with y = 0 at the 
sea floor and y = H a.t the surface; this is done 
to simplify subsequent (I.l,gebra. 

A boundary condition for the surface of the open sea 
can be established using the kinematic condition and 
Bernoulli's theorem (Philiips, 1(77) which in terms of 
rjJ is 

[)rjJ 2 
g-[) = w rjJ, for - 00 < x < 0 and y = H, (3) 

V 

where 9 is the acceleration due to gravity. 
In the absence of viscous and other nonlinear terms, 

Equations (1) to (3) are the general equations governing 
the potential within an homogeneous constant-depth sea 
with a free surface. In this paper, we are concerned with 
long-period waves and later we wili find that only small 
amplitudes are involved. Consequently, the nonlinear 
terms in a more complete formulation are negligible. 

Thick-plate model of the ice shelf 

The properties of the ice shelf will be modelled as et thick 
isotropic elastic plate. The most complete work to date 
on the problem of ocean coupling to floating ice sheets 
has modelled the ice as a thin elastic plate (Evans and 
Davies, 1068; Fox and Squire, 1000, 1001; Squire and 
Fox, 1990). The thin-plate models neglect the effects of 
the finite thickness of the plate and, hence, neglect its ro
tary inertia and transverse shear deformation. An equa
tion relating the transverse displacement, 'w, of a thick 
plate to the applied normal pressure, p, has been derived 
by Mindlin (1051) from the three-dimensional equations 
including the effects of rotary inertia and transverse 
shear with suitable assumptions such as the plate faces 
remaining parallel. This relation is 

( 
L 2 Pi h3 [)2) = 1---V+---- P 

II,Ch 12/1,C [)t 2 ' 
(4) 

where Pi is the density of the ice shelf, h is the thick
ness of the ice shelf, I.L is a shear constant which is close 
to unity and, for a Young's modulus E and Poisson's 
ratio 11, C = E/2(1 + 11) is the shear modulus and 
L = Eh3 /12(1 - 112) is the flexural rigidity of the plate. 
In order to determine the motion of the plate uniquely, 
boundary conditions must be applied at its edges. The 
natural boundary conditions can be found by comparing 
Equation (4) with the variational principle that the plate 
must satisfy (Hildebrand, 1(65), which can in fact be de
rived from the differential equation. The two boundary 
conditions found this way are 

( [ 
2 ()2 ] [L h3

] [)2 ) [)w L V +(1- 11)-, - - Pi - + - - - = 0 
Os2 I.LC 12 ()t2 [)n 

(5) 

and (6) 

where [) I [)n and [) I [)s denote differentiation normal and 
parallel to the boundary, respectively, and the Laplacian 
acts in the plane of the plate. 
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When the plate thickness, IL, is small and when we are 
only concerned with waves with a long period, T, the 
terms in Equation (4) representing rotary inertia and 
transverse shear can be neglected, leaving the simpler 
thin-plate equation 

(7) 

The boundary conditions for this simpler case are given 
by neglecting the time derivative in Equation (5) and 
by Equation (6) as it stands. The case of ocean wave 
coupling to thin ice plates has been solved in detail by 
Fox and Squire (1990, 1(91) and Squire and Fox (1990). 

Restriction of the thick-plate equations to the 
model 

Assuming no cavitation between the ice and water, the 
thick-plate equation can be combined with the dynamic 
and kinematic conditions at the surface of the water to 
give a boundary condition for q; at that surface. When 
restricted to the two-dimensional monochromatic model, 
that condition can be written 

( 
0·1 0

2 
) o</> (0

2 
) L~ + A >l ? + B -8 = - C >l ? + D </>, 

ux~ ux- y ux-

for 0 < x < CXl and y = H, (8) 

where for brevity we have defined the constants 

L w2mh2 

A = -- (mw2 - p .g) + --
{tGlL \\ 12' 

B = (mw
2 

- Pwg) (~~:~ - 1), 
C = Pw w

2 
Land 

ItCh 

_ 2 (w2mh ) 
D - Pww 12{tG - 1 , 

with Pw denoting the density of sea water and m = pJI. 

being the mass per unit area of the ice shelf. As an 
example of the relative magnitudes of the constants, for 
t = 50s, H = 500m and h = 200m, we find L = 4.4 X 

10 '5 , A = -6.4 X 107 , B = 7.1 X 103 , C = l.7 X 105 and 
D = -16. When the boundary conditions (Equations 
(5) and (6)) are similarly restricted they become 

L~ o</> + mw2 (~+ h
2

) ~ o</> = 0 ax3 ay {tGh 12 ax ay 

L a2 aq; = 0 
ox2 oy 

at x = 0+ and y = H, (9) 

at x = 0+ and y = H. (10) 

Equations (I), (2), (3), (8), (9) and (10) give a full state
ment of the mathematical model. 

Modes of the system 

A complete set of potentials can be found, each satisfying 
the differential Equation (1) and the bottom boundary 
condition (Equation (2)) and one of the surface condi
tions (Equations (3) and (8)), by separating variables on 
either side of the line x = 0, 0 < y < H. These po-
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tentials are the modes of the system and any solution of 
the model can be represented as a combination of these 
modes. Each mode has the form q; = ekxe±iky. Pairs of 
these modes can be combined to give the equivalent set 
of modes 

and q; = eh cos(ky). 

The boundary condition at the sea floor rules out the 
modes with sin(ky) y-dependence, leaving only those 
with cos(k'U) y-dependence. Only certain values of k give 
rise to modes which also satisfy one of the boundary con
ditions at the sea surface. 

In the region x < 0 the modes must satisfy the open 
sea condition (Equation(3)) which demands that k sat
isfies the dispersion equation 

w2 

k tan(kH) = --. 
9 

(11) 

This equation has two pure imaginary roots ± ikT(kT > 
0), corresponding to travelling waves propagating in the 
positive and negative x directions, and infinitely many 
real roots ±kll (n = 1,2, ... ), where (n- ~)7r/H < kll < 
n7r / H, corresponding to evanescent modes. 

In the ice-covered region, x > 0, we will write the 
modes as rjJ = e"X COS(/~Y), replacing k by ~ to distinguish 
between the two regions. The wavenumber ~ must satisfy 
the more complicated dispersion equation 

(12) 

For physically relevant geometries and most periods 
this dispersion equation also has two imaginary roots 
± iK:T(K:T > 0) corresponding to travelling waves, four 
complex roots occurring as plus and minus a complex 
conjugate pair ±~D ane! ±K'r) (K'D has positive real and 
imaginary parts) corresponding to damped travelling 
waves, and infinitely many real roots ±K:n (11. = 1,2, ... ), 
where in general (n - 1/2)7r/H < K:1l < (11. + 1/2)7r/H, 
each giving an evanescent mode. 

The evanescent modes have no phase term and, hence, 
carry no energy but are vital to the coupling of energy 
between the open sea and the ice shelf. Because of their 
eh (e liX for the modes beneath the ice) x-dependence, the 
physically relevant evanescent modes decay away from 
the ice edge. For large magnitudes of x, only the trav
elling waves are present, whereas near the ice edge the 
evanescent modes have significant amplitude. Thus, in 
the stationary case that we are considering, of a single 
period wave incident on an ice shelf, each evanescent 
mode traps a fixed amount of energy near the boundary 
between the ice shelf and the open sea. Each evanescent 
mode does not propagate any energy, but facilitates the 
transfer of energy from the incident wave to the reflected 
and transmitted waves. 

We will consider only the roots of the dispersion equa
tions giving rise to bounded modes and relevant to the 
problem of an ocean wave being reflected from, and 
transmitted into, the ice covered region. In particular, 
we do not allow any wave propagating from large positive 
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x assuming that the transmitted wave is dissipated at, 
or before, the end of the ice shelf so that no significant 
wave is reflected there. We may use the relevant modes 
to write any bounded potential in the open sea region, 
x < 0, as 

00 

,po = (I e-ikTX + R eikTX ) cosh kTV + L an ek"x cos kny, 
n=1 

(13) 
where I and R are the complex coefficients of the incident 
and reflected travelling waves, respectively, and {a,,} is 
the set of coefficients of the bounded evanescent modes. 
Similarly, any relevant potential in the ice covered region, 
x > 0, can be written 

,pi =Teil<TX cosh "'TY + b + e-I<DX cos "'DV 
00 

+b_e-"D
x cos "'DV + L b"e-""x cos "'"v, 

,,=1 
(14) 

where T, b+, b_ and {b,,} are the complex coefficients of 
the transmitted wave, the damped travelling waves prop
agating in the positive and negative x directions, and the 
infinity of evanescent modes, respectively. The potential 
in this region must also satisfy the ice-edge conditions 
(Equations (D) and (10)). 

In reality, an ice sheet is not of infinite extent and the 
assumption that no energy is reflected from its far end 
may be questioned as the travelling wave suffers no atten
uation in our model. With perfect reflection it would be 
a simple matter to include an additional term in Equa
tion (14) representing the returning wave. An alternative 
approach, due to Gui and Squire (1£)89), assumes the ice 
to behave as a fixed-free beam and solves for the normal 
modes of the system when the beam is acted upon by a 
(white) wind pressure spectrum or by a realistic ocean 
wave spectrum. 

Method of solution 

A non-trivial solution is found by specifying unit inci
dent amplitude and then matching the potentials ,po and 
,pi on the line x = O. The natural quantities to equate are 
the potential and its derivative normal to the matching 
boundary, i.e. o,p/ ox. This can be achieved by minimis
ing the error integral 

£ = foil l,pi - ,po12 dy + a foil 1 O,pi _ o,po 12 dy (15) In In ox ox ' 

evaluated at x = O. The constant Q is a weighting term 
included to improve convergence which we set empiri
cally to 10 in most cases. The solution is thus found by 
minimising £, subject to the conditions of unit incident 
amplitude and the boundary conditions at the ice edge 
given in Equations (9) and (10). The first of these con
ditions restricts ,po, so that I = 1, whereas the second 
and third give rise to two linear equations relating the 
coefficients of ,pi in Equation (14). In order to make the 
calculations possible, the infinite sums in Equations (13) 
and (14) are terminated at some finite N; that is, only 
the first N evanescent modes are included. The match
ing is performed for a sequence of increasing N until the 
solution has converged to its final value. An indepen-
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dent check is made on the resulting potentials to ensure 
that they represent a system in energy balance (Fox and 
Squire, 1990). Using the property that the error, E, is 
a quadratic form in the real and imaginary parts of the 
coefficients I, R, {an}, T, b+, b_ and {bn }, the minimi
sation is performed, with respect to these coefficients, 
using a preconditioned linear conjugate gradient algo
rithm (Gill and others, 1(81) restricted to the sub-space 
in which the three extra conditions are satisfied. 

NUMERICAL RESULTS 

The geometries and constants 
The following results are based on two water depths, H, 
of 1000 m and 500 m, and an ice-shelf thickness, IL, of 
200 m. The shelf thickness was chosen to approximate 
the average dimension of the Erebus Glacier Tongue 
which tapers from about 300 m at its hinge line to 
near 100 m at its terminus (Holdsworth and Holdsworth, 
1978). The 500m water depth was chosen to give a 
shallow water geometry analogous to the water depth in 
Erebus Bay, beneath the glacier tongue, which is seldom 
more than 400 m. 

The density of sea water is taken to be Pw = 
1025 kg m -3. Constants relating to the physical proper
ties of the ice shelf are as follows. The Young's modulus 
is E = G x 109N m-2

, Poisson's ratio is v = 0.3 and the 
density of the ice is taken to be Pi = 922.5 kg m-3 . The 
value of the shear constant /.1, is chosen to ensure that the 
velocity of plane waves predicted by the thick-plate equa
tion corresponds to the equivalent velocity predicted by 
the full three-dimensional theory (Mindlin, 1£)51). This 
implies that J.1 satisfies the relations 

( 1- 1- 2v J.1,2) (1- j1,2) = (1- ~J}) 2 
2(1 - v) 2 

and 0 < /l < 1. (16) 

For the value of v above we find that /.1, = 0.9274. 

Comparison of the thick-plate and 
thin-plate models 

It was stated earlier that the thick-plate equation reduces 
to the simpler thin-plate equation in the thin ice and long 
wave period limits. The ranges of thickness and period 
over which this simplifying assumption can be made can 
be determined by comparing the roots of the dispersion 
equations resulting from use of the two plate equat ions. 
We will compare these formulations in terms of the trav
elling wavelengths for the geometry given above, over a 
range of periods. 

The travelling wavelengths for the ice-covered region 
and the region of open sea, given by 27r / ",T and 27r / kT, 
respectively, are shown in Figure 2 for wave periods from 
1 to 60 s. Both the thick- and thin-plate wavelengths are 
shown and it can be seen that these coincide for long 
periods and diverge for periods less than, say, 10 s. In 
each case of thick-plate, thin-plate and open sea, the 
wavelengths for the 500 m depth are less than the wave
lengths for 1000 m water depth at the same period. This 
is most easily seen for periods above 20 s. It is interest
ing to no~e that whereas 1000 m water is effectively deep 
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Pcriodls 

Fig. 2. W cL'uelertgths in mehes plotted cLgCLinst 
per-iod fo 'l' t1'CLvelling waves in the open sm 

and icc-co 'ue1'ed region as gi'lJen b'y both tiLe 
tlLick- CLnd thin-plate models. Two geomet-/'ies 
(L7'e r ep1'esented, 200 TIt thick ice 0'11 wate1' of 
1000111, and 500111, depth. The 'wcL1IcLengths f01' 
the two cl epths coincide fOT sho 'r·t-periocl wCL1Ies 
and are longe1' faT the gTcote'I' deJltlL nt 1,0ng 
pe1'iods. 

10' 

with respect to the ocean wave for periods less than 20 s , 
1000 m of water is deep with respect to the ice-coupled 
wave only for the smallest period shown. Also note that 
500 m of water is not deep with respect to the ice-coupled 
wave for any period shown and is slmllow for all waves of 
period 40 s and above. It is also noteworthy, and perhaps 
contrary to expectation, that the thick-plate moclel gives 
a wavelength closer to the open-sea wavelength than does 
the thin-plate model. This suggests that the thick plate 
is softer than the thin plate, and the effect may be due 
to the greater number of degrees of freedom associated 
with the thick plate (personal communication from K. 
Hutter). 

The ratio of travelling wavenumbers for the thick- and 
thin-plate models is plotted in Figure 3 for 1000 m water 
depth and this shows more clearly the agreement and 
divergence of the two values. The analogous curve for 
500 m water depth is essentially identical. Note that for 
periods above 10 s the two values differ by less than 2%, 
falling to less than 1% difference for periods above 20 s. 
The difference rises to 10% for periods less than 2 s, but 
for such short periods both models will predict the total 
reflection of an incoming wave. 

A similar pattern of percentage difference, between 
the roots of the thin- and thick-plate dispersion equa
tions, occurs for the complex root ~D and the first real 
root ~l' The second reall'Oot, ~2, shows less dependence 
on which equation is used and the third and subsequent 
real roots (~n, n = 3, 4, ... ) are essentially equal for the 
two equations over the entire range of periods. Thus, we 
expect that the simpler thin-plate model should correctly 
predict the thick-plate behaviour for periods of 20 sand 
above. 

More usual as a. measure of relative plate thickness 
is the ratio of plate thickness to the wavelength of the 
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Fig. 3. Ro.tio of ice-coup/.cd tnl.'uc1./:ing 'lIJ(L'ue
lengths CLS p7'edicted b'y the tlLick-p/CLte n,nd 

tlLin-pl.n.te models JIlott cd og({'i'nst Jl e'I'iod fol' 
200 m tlL'ick ice 0 n WCLtC'1' oJ 1000 m cl eJitli. T/Le 
annl.(lgou l;; cUl've faT 50071t 'wote l' dq)th is es
sentially idcnti co l. 
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travelling wave. This ratio is shown in Figure 4 for the 
same range of periods used above and for both water 
depths. For periods below approximately 8 s the plate 
thickness is greater than one tenth of the wavelength, 
and it is for that range of periods that the wavelengths 
differ significantly. This observation agrees with that of 
Mindlin (1(.)51), who reached the same conclusion on the 
basis of the wave velocities . 

It is also worth noting here that a scale analysis of 
Equation (4) may be carried out, choosing physically 
reasonable ranges for its various parameters, and for the 
period and travelling wavelength. When this is done, it 
is found that the most significant terms in Equation (4) 
arc precisely those of Equation (7), thus confirming the 
conclusions reached above. It was, however, necessary 
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Fig. 4. Plate thickness divided by tm'Uclling 
wCLVclength as given by the thick-p/,cLte model 
plotted n,ga,inst pe7'iod JOT 200 m thick iee on 
weLter' of 1000 m deptlL and 500 m depth. 
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Fig. 5. Reflection and transmission coeffi
cients plotted a.ga.inst period for' 200 m tltick 
ice on wn.tcr of 1000 m and 500 m deptlt found 
using the thick-plate modeL 

to go through the full procedure because of the presence 
of the evanescent wave modes. These modes have wave
lengths which approach zero as n --> (X) and, hence, could 
be altered markedly by the additional terms of Equation 
(4). In the event they were not. 

Reflection and transmission characteristics 
The reflection and transmission coefficients for the am
plitude of surface displacement, denoted Rand T respec
tively, can be calculated from the coefficients of potential 
I, Rand T using the following relationships 

R = I ~ I and 
T = I T I K:T sinh(K:TH) . 

I h:T sinh(kTH) 
(17) 

These coefficients are plotted over the range of periods 
10 to 140 s in Figure 5. Note that the transition from to
tal reflection to total transmission occurs around a wave 
period of GO s. Incoming ocean waves with periods less 
than 20 s are completely reflected for both water depths, 
whereas those with periods somewhat longer than 140 s 
are fully transmitted in the 1000 m water depth case. 
Full transmission in the 500 m water depth case occurs 
at still longer periods. Note that the transmission coef
ficient is generally smaller when the water is 500 m deep 
as opposed to 1000 m deep. However, the reflection co
efficient for 500 m deep water is appreciably larger than 
that for 1000 m deep water only for periods above 50 s, 
whereas that relationship is reversed for periods below 
50 s. Essentially identical results are predicted when the 
thin-plate equations are employed. 

Ocean wave-induced strain in an ice shelf 

Measurements of fiexural gravity waves at the surface 
of an ice shelf are more usually made in terms of the 
surface strain rather than the transverse displacement. 
The strain in a plate is simply half its thickness divided 
by the radius of curvature which, for small amplitude 
waves, reduces to 
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(18) 

Thus, the strain is the product of the amplitude of a 
wave and the curvature produced by a unit amplitude 
wave of the same period. For a fixed wave height in the 
open sea, increasing period will increase the transmission 
coefficient and, hence, the amplitude at that period in 
the ice, At the same time, however, increasing period 
will decrease the curvature of Cl unit height wave. It is 
clear, therefore, that the maximum strain at the surface 
of the ice shelf will be generated, for fixed amplitude 
ocean waves, when the period is in the range between 
total reflection and total transmission. 

The magnitude of strain generated by 1 m amplitude 
ocean waves with periods of 40 to 100 s, in 10 s intervals, 
is plotted in Figures 6 and 7 for water depths of 1000 
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and 500 m, respectively, as a function of distance from 
the edge of the ice shelf. Each curve shows some charac
teristic features . In each case there is no strain at the ice 
edge: indeed, this is the boundary condition in Equation 
(10). After a transition, the magnitude of strain reaches 
a far field value, due solely to the transmitted wave. The 
s train in the intermediate range is affected by the strain 
due to the evanescent and damped travelling modes as 
well as the travelling wave. For some wave periods, e .g. 
50 s, the magnitude of strain reaches a peak, at an in
termediate distance, which is greater than the far field 
value. 

Note that the maximum magnitude of strain is exhib

ited for 60 and 70 s wave periods with 1000 and 500 m 
deep water, respectively. Indeed , for 1000 m deep water , 
the 60 s period genera tes the greatest strain for distances 
up to 3000 m from the edge and close to the greatest 
strain for greater distances. For 500 m deep water, waves 
with a 70 s period generate close to the greatest strain for 
distances up to 2000 m from the edge and the greatest 
strain for greater distances. This implies that the ma,xi
mum conp /'ing between ocean waves, or swell, and strain 
in the ice shelf occurs at 60 s for water depths of 1000 m 
and at 70 s for depths of 500 m, at least for 200 m thick 
ice. It is interesting to note that the strain generated in 
200 m thick ice, at each period, is greater for the shal
lower water geometry despite the fact that the transmis
sion coefficient is lesser for that case. This is evidently 
due to the corresponding decrease in wavelength and, 
hence, increase in curvature of an ice-coupled wave, of a 
given period, when the water depth is decreased. This 
more than compensates for the deCl·ease in transmission. 

Figures 6 and 7 show that the strain in an ice shelf 
should be a sensitive detector of ocean waves with 
periods of 50- SO s . There have been some measure
ments of long-period oscillations in an ice tongue against 
which we can calibrate the strains predicted in Figure 
7. Whereas the geometry of an ice tongue does not 
conform exactly to the model analyzed, wc use these 
measurements in the absence of more appropriate data. 
The authors would like to obtain more testing data 
against which the theory can be compared and would 
welcome input on this point. Propagat ing oscillations 
with periods of 40- 50 s and with a strain amplitucle of ap
proximately 5 x 10-8 were observed in the Erebus Glacier 
Tongue in the austral summer of 1US0 (personal commu
nication from W.H, Robinson). As 11 rough calculation , 
wc can use the coupling calculated above to infer the size 
of seas required to drive such an oscillation. With ref
erence to the curve for 50 s in Figure 7, wc sce that a 
50 s ocean wave would only need an amplitude of about 
1 mm to generate such a stra in. Given the difficulty of 
measuring long-period ocean waves, it is not improbable 
that long-period ocean waves of this amplitude could ex
ist, even though none have been reported. The greatest 
strain observed in the Erebus Glacier Tongue occurred 
the year before the observation above and was of the 
order of 5 x 10-7 strain (personal communication from 
W .H. Robinson). Again on the bas is of our crude com
parison, this would imply that 50 s seas rarely go above 
1 cm in amplitude. 

The Gui and Squire (1989) analysis mentioned earlier 
reaches similar conclusions. It is likely tha t reality lies 
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somewhere between the two ext remes, with the strain 
field due to the ice-tongue oscillation being partitioned 

into a propagating component travelling up the tongue 
together with a standing vibration. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The results of this paper have implications for the range 
of periods within which wc might expect to measure 
strain on an ice shelf, and t he suitability of t he thin-plate 
model for calculating that strain. Some conclusions are 
summarised below: 
• The simpler thin-plate model coincides with t he thick

plate model for periods above 20 s. Below that pe

riod both models predict total reflection of incoming 
waves. Hence, in terms of the reflection and trans
mission coefficients, t he two models give essentiall y 
identical resul ts for all periods and for the two ge
ometries considered. This conclusion may well hold 
in general, that is, for a range of ice thicknesses and 
water depths. 

• For the geometries modelled, the maximum coupling 
between ocean waves a nd strain in the ice occurs for a 
60 to 70 s wave period. This is nearly true for all dis
tances less than far field and in the far field. Further, 
the ice shelf acts as a band-pass filter, reacting most 
strongly to periods around 60 to 70 s. It is likely a ll 
geometries react simi la rly, with a band-pass response 
to incoming wave periods. 

• Ocean wave driving of long wave period strain in an 
ice shelf is a pl ausible mechanism. The comparisons 
m ade with existing data indicate that mean wave 
heights of 1 mm at a 50 s period would account for 
the observed strains. 
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